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Word Libs Minutes!

In the spirit of Kill the Noun Cabinet, here are the rules we played with when we gathered in the

Location last Wednesday, modified so that you could play along as you read this, either in preparation for

turnover or just to make these a little more amusing:

1. Verb every time anyone says beer or bike.

2. noun -stand after every agenda item / announcement.

3. verb every time Lauren yells at someone (or I yell at/judge someone in the minutes).

Announcements!

Arya kicks cabinet off with a 19-second noun -stand.

Charlie announces a March madness pool, which has a $5 buy-in, and the deadline for which I'm pretty sure has

passed. Check your listservs, people.



Charlie does his obligatory noun -stand for 20 seconds. Way to beat Arya, Charlie.

Budget!

Joe and Margay happily announce that we are still swimming in the money thanks to their unscrupulous moving

of Adjective funds."; Yay for having more than $4,000 and no longer being poor!

Joe protests he has to write a paper, and then does an 8-second noun -stand anyway.

Alysa wants money for pub night, which, in case you've been living under a Animal is TONIGHT at 10

p.m. We give her $1,600 for pizza and 3 noun s + a pony. Pub really is unnecessarily expensive.

Again, in case you've been living under an enormous animal Alysa wants you to know that 3&5-man

jack



forms are due TODAY at 5 p.m. and that all other upperclassmen suite forms are due on Thursday. The housing

draw will be on the 22nd.

Carole adds that she already emailed all the people with pretty Plural noun to ask them about showing

their plural noun on the OC housing tour this Sunday the 20th. If she didn't contact you, but you think your

plural noun is still pretty enough to show off, email her.

Alysa follows the housing bonanza with a 13-second noun -stand, and Carole promises she will make

up for her lack of noun -standing soon.

Quincy, who is standing in for Meredith, is wearing a hideous shirt. Christa's words, not mine. She says

McMurtry wants to have an inter-college BBQ with us for St. Patrick's day either this Thursday or Friday and

wants permission to use the commons and to pay for half of a green noun . Molly launches into a story

about



how we should do this because Duncan thinks we're uncool. I don't see the connection. It's probably all the

noun .

Jeremy is so excited about noun that he does a 13-second noun -stand for Quincy. Alysa

proudly points out that she and Jeremy had the same time.

Carole and Adjective Jordan Bunch announce the OC campout that happened the night before Beer Bike.

If you saw a bunch of sophomores commandeering the movie room Beer Bike eve, that's why.

Carole follows with a 16-second noun -stand, which she also announces is better than Jeremy.

Arya,



who must really like noun -stands, announces there will be a Scotch tasting on the 22nd in the Master's

House and he wants $350 from alcohol, which we give him. He follows this announcement with his second

noun -stand of the night, at 25 seconds.

The adjective Jordan Bunch emerges and announces that not only can he sing, but he will actually be

Verb ending in ing on stage at the 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee. (FYI, this is a musical, not an

actual spelling bee, as some people at cabinet thought.) Why announce an event that doesn't start for another 2

weeks? Because this is really all just an excuse for him to do a 14-second noun -stand.

We close our shortest cabinet yet with a speech by Molly, who announces that while she hates being put on the

spot, she loves us, and can she please just get it over with and do a noun -stand?

Here's to a better show tonight.



TFW,

Jocelyn "bahahahaha turnover"; Wright.
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